
Forward 

The following prospectus of Placer claim 310846 is a gathering together of data 
from various sources. It may initially appear disorganized but so in an attempt to 
explain and put the data in context I have written this forward. 

The claim was staked by me in 1993 and we did nothing that year as we also 
started Wolf Ridge General store that year. In 1994 two friends Eli and Morel 
worked on our claim for the summer. After some disappointing testing on the 
southern end of the claim they moved down into Mckorkel’s old hydraulic pit in 
the centre of the claim. In almost the middle of the pit was a small chunk of virgin 
looking material thought to be left there as it probably held a wing of the old 
sluice. This material was quite rich and after washing about 200 yards in two days 
they gleaned over two troy pounds of quite coarse gold. After this ran out they 
decided rather than test the deep channel they would move to the present river 
bottom on the north end of the claim. This was quite shallow ground only 3-4 ft 
and appeared worked. They continued on this gravel bar for the rest of the 
summer and gleaned over 1 troy pound for their efforts. 

No work was done other than assessment until late 1996. Joe Hidbur spent about 
3 weeks testing using an excavator and small shaker wash plant. Joe did this 
testing while in the employ of Angel Jade mines who were mining a channel 
adjoining me to the south. The main focus of these tests was to determine if the 
channel they were following continued on through our claim. This appears to be 
the case as their tests in holes 19-24 indicated that the channel continues north 
and seemed to exit through the eastern pit wall.  

After some consultations and explorations by Joe and I, we decided to try and test 
the centre of the channel that was being followed by the Mckorkel Bros... Joe 
decided the best way to do this would be to build a trail on top of the clay layer to 
the centre of the channel and dig down. This did not work well as water seeps out 
of the face just at that point. This caused the excavator to keep slipping down the 
face on the wet clay. The time allowed for testing quickly ran out ant Joe had to 
quit for the year. In spite of not being able to test the channel centre Joe told me 



that he had recommended to Angel Jade that they purchase our claim. This never 
came about. 

Since then we have only done required assessment work and no extra as we have 
been very busy building up Wolf Ridge General store. 

Other materials I have added to the prospectus came from the B.C. mining 
archives and some excerpts from Ralph Hall’s books on the area. I have also 
added several mining maps. This shows that recently our claim has been 
surrounded by new claims. The legacy claims to the south and the new cell 
amalgamation to the east and north all belong to Angel Jade Mines. The new cell 
amalgam to the north and west belong to W.A.M. Claim service. One cell 
overstaking the northwest corner belongs to Leonard Lindstrom. 

The hydraulic pit was on the claim was created by Mckorkel Bros. who mined this 
property and the adjoining one to the south for 13 yrs. From 1929 until 1942 
when they had to suspend operations due to WWII. The operation at the time of 
suspension had 30 employees. The equipment was stashed in such a way that 
shows they intended to come back but never did. Where the claim intersects the 
Germansen culvert is where a 25 oz nugget was found by Mckorkels. 

 

Victor Dyck owner      
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